
PRODUCTS + TOOLS 

Innovation the driving force 
Since 1878, innovation has been the driving force 
behind Felo and the development and manufacturing 
of its screwdrivers and bits - exclusively made in 
Germany. This includes two new additions to its wide 
range of screwdrivers with ERGONIC® handles -
a chisel driver with full length blade and hammer cap, 
and a high performance ratchet with pivot head. 

(c~
onventional screwdrivers have a hard, rigid handle to which the user's 

C hand must adapt to generate the torque necessary for loosening or 
tightening screws. The rubber like coating of these handles reduces 

slippage, but doesn't solve the basic problems generated by the 
necessity of adaption of individual hands to an unyielding shape. Ergonomics 
becomes a question of compromise regarding which shape of handle suits a particular hand, so strain and pressure points are reduced. 

ERGONIC® handles from Felo Werkzeugfabrik Holland-Letz GmbH have solved this problem once and for all, because it is the first handle to 
adapt to the user's hand. The ERGONIC handle is equipped with flexible cushions sensitive to the pressure. They deform and adapt to the direction of 
this pressure, creating an interlocking effect with the user's fingers that transmits torque much more effectively and with considerably less strain. 

Felo says its new series 450 chisel screwdrivers, with ERGONIC handles, are strong, comfortable and easy on thejoints. This type of screwdriver 
is also ideal for heavy-duty tasks, sometimes even for chiselling. Made from perfectly hardened steel, the hammer cap and chisel blade withstand 
even consistently hard blows. The ERGONIC handle is also a perfect companion for tasks where strong forces have tobe used to loosen or fas ten 
screws at maximum ergonomics and comfort. 

As an additional advantage the cushions absorb any vibrations caused by hammer blows, thus protecting muscles and joints of the user. 
Felo engineers have also improved the geometry of the tips for slotted screws to provide 
better hold inside the screw and increased torque. 

The second addition to the Felo range is the K-series of tool assortments built around 
a high performance ratchet with 180' pivot head with 1/. inch quick release bit holder and 
ERGONIC handle. 

The pivot head can be set to 5 positions along an arc of 180' and puts screws in difficult 
places within reach. lt is built for exceptionally high torques of up to SONm. There is also 
no need to replace the bits for switching between the different angles of operation. The 
ratcheting mechanism helps to work fester and more efficiently. "Felo K is a power tool 
without batteries, made perfectly ergonomic and comfortable by the ERGONIC handle." 

ERGONIC K is available for mobile use in practice oriented assortments with bits and 
sockets in a splash proof 'Strongbox', and a compact belt pouch. + 

www.felo.com 

Nord-Lock* Group receives 'Red Dot' 
Nord-Lock Group has received one of the world's most prestigious design awards, the Red Dot Award, f or t he 
Superbolt™ Tool, which won 'Best Product Design 2020' in the tools category. 

(c~
o-inventor Andy McPhee, R&D at Nord -Lock Group, commented : "1 am extremely proud that 

C the Superbolt™ Tool was judged not only good enough to be entered into the Red Dot 

competition , but it has actually won ." 

The Superbolt Tool is a compact drive mechanism that makes it possible to tighten 

multiple jackbolts simu ltaneously to the correct load. lt is designed to allow a small torque input to 

be magnified into a large and uniformed torque output. 

The Red Dot Award is a design competit ion that rewards the best products of the year. The 

distinction 'Red Dot' has become established internationally as one of the most sought-after seals 

of quality for good design. This year, more than 6,500 products were submitted and individually 

tested by an international jury of experts. 

"We are of course very proud and honoured t hat our design has been recogn ised this 

way. lt's yet more proof of our dedication to develop technologies designed for the highest 

performance," said Fredrik Meuller, CEO at Nord-Lock Group. + 
www.nord-lock.com 
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